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Accountancy firm 'involved' in client's underpayments in
landmark decision
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Accountants may be forced to "join the dots" if they suspect their clients are underpaying staff or risk legal
action. Getty Images

In a precedent-setting decision, the Federal Circuit Court has held

an accountancy firm was liable for an employer's underpayments

because it failed to make inquiries into whether minimum

conditions were being met.

Legal experts have called the ruling a "game changer" and say payroll managers and

advisers now risk fines even they do not have direct knowledge that their actions

constitute a breach.

Judge John O'Sullivan found Victorian firm Ezy Accounting 123 Pty Ltd "deliberately

shut its eyes" to workplace breaches when it provided payroll and bookkeeping

services to its client, Blue Impression, which runs Japanese fast-food outlet Hanaichi

in Melbourne.

The Fair Work Ombudsman had accused Blue Impression of paying a Taiwanese

backpacker as low as $16.50 an hour, without penalty rates, loadings or allowances,

and also alleged that Ezy was "involved" in the underpayments.

Ezy, run by certified practicing accountant Eric Lau and his wife Lina Hii, claimed it

was merely a service provider and had no knowledge of the specific employee's duties,

what award applied or whether he worked hours subject to penalty rates.

The bookkeeper specifically in charge of Blue Impression said her role was limited to

"data entry" and she "did not think twice" about the hourly rates provided by the fast-

food outlet.

by David Marin
Guzman
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"It was not my business to know whether or not the rates complied with any award.

That was a matter for the employer."

'Red flag after red flag'

But the FWO said Ezy was well aware of the correct award rates as it had helped Blue

Impression rectify underpayments uncovered in a previous audit in 2014.

Mr Lau claimed after learning the "distasteful fact" that Blue Impression had

underpaid some of its employees he refrained from making further inquiries as he

"did not wish to know any more about it".

He said award obligations were outside his professional expertise and the scope of

work he was retained to do.

However, the ombudsman argued Ezy engaged in "wilful blindness" because it failed

to upload the correct rates in the payroll system despite "red flag after red flag".

Judge O'Sullivan found the firm's witnesses "left a lot to be desired" and their denials

were "risible".

"Overall the evidence of the witnesses for Ezy left the clear impression of designed or

calculated ignorance as to those matters."

"However, this ignorance was never adequately explained given the frequency with

which on the evidence (certainly Mr Lau and Ms Hii) dealt with [workplace advisory

firm] Employsure for [Blue Impression] and the advice and information about those

matters they received as a result."

He made declarations against Ezy after finding it was possible to infer actual

knowledge on the part of Mr Lau "from a combination of suspicious circumstances

and a failure to make inquiries" .

Ezy now faces penalties of up to $51,000 per breach for seven breaches of the Fair

Work Act.

'Join the dots'

The ruling is part of the workplace watchdog's broader crackdown on third party

accessories, including human resource professionals, payroll managers and advisers.

FWO Natalie James has previously questioned why "trusted advisers" should not be

held accountable when they give incorrect or bad advice or deliberately assist with a

contravention.

"In situations where we believe accountants or other professionals knowingly

facilitate contraventions of workplace laws, we are prepared to hold them to account."

K&L Gates workplace law partner Gerard Phillips said the case would force

accountants to start scrutinising the numbers they received rather than just

automating calculations.

"This should send a chill for every pay office in the country – that the people actually

administering the pay are liable as well," he said.

"If you are performing that function you better have a complete and detailed

knowledge of the industrial arrangements and that they are being complied with."
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